My Scary Manifesto
You do you; I’ll do me.
I accept that I, as a human being, have no right to initiate force or violate property rights–
both those concepts being covered by the statement: I have no right to archate.
You also have no right to archate, but if you do anyway it’s your problem.
I believe that if you are doing something you have no right to do, you are doing something
wrong. If you make a habit of it you are one of the bad guys.
I don’t believe in punishment, which I see as revenge.
I do believe in defense.
I also believe in justice, which is punishment’s polar opposite. I won’t go after you claiming
“justice”, although if you violate someone and don’t pay restitution I will not lift a ﬁnger to
help you in any way. I will then advertise the fact and hope you die alone, exposed to the
elements and starving for food and water. But it’s not my job, nor any human’s job, to do
what nature will take care of just ﬁne without my help.
I don’t believe there’s any such thing as a “right to govern” and see all attempts to
govern anyway as archation; as attacks on the life, liberty, and property of others. I’m not
obligated to stop you– but I won’t step in and prevent consequences from paying you an
unpleasant visit. Play stupid games; win stupid prizes. And I may exercise the right to
defend myself and others from your violations– at my discretion. If you choose to violate
others, watch your back forever.
I don’t recognize your political government nor its “laws” as anything other than thuggery.
The reality is that there will always be bad people around. I won’t let them dictate the
terms of my life. Some bad people aren’t somehow “better” than others. If you continually
choose to archate you are the same as every other person who continually chooses to
archate.
If I try to impose myself or my values on you, you have the right to stop me. Whatever it
takes. I have the same right if you are the one trying to impose on me. It doesn’t matter if
this imposition and violation is called a “law” or an opinion.
Live and let live. Anything less is barbaric.

